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Executive summary ITO BE DONE1

Article 20 of the GDPR creates a new right to data portability which Rifters from the
right of access in many wavs and allows for individuals to receive the personal data
previously provided to a data controller, in a structured, commonlv used and machine-
readable format. The purpose of this new right is to support user choice, control and
empowerment, through the affirmation of individuals’ personal right over their personal
data.

Since it allows the direct transfer of personal data from one service provider to another.
under the data subiect control, (he right to data portability is an important tool ¿hat will
helps to ensure the free flow of data in the EU and to raise competition between
controllers. It will make it easier for individuals to switch between different providers.
and enhance the development of services in the context of the digital single market
strategy. Actually, it can promote the controlled sharing of personal data between
organisations and thus enrich services and customer’s experiences.

This opinion provides guidance on the wav to interpret and implement the right to data
Dortabilitv as introduced bv the GDPR. It is presented in a Question-answer format to
guide readers to a better understanding of this new right. It aims at providing a dear
definition of the right to data portability and its scope. It clarifies the conditions under
which this new right applies, taking into account the legal basis of the data processing
(either the data subject’s consent or the necessity to perform a contract) and the fact that
this right is limited to personal data provided bv the data subiect. The opinion also
provides concrete examples and criteria to appreciate whether or not data should be
considered as “provided” bv the data subiect and are. as such, subiect to data Dortabilitv.

The opinion stresses in addition that the right to data portability mav involve two data
controllers, the first one providing the data to answer the data subiect reouest and the
second one receiving the data according to the data subject’s wishes. The guidance hebs
data controllers to clearly understand their obligations and recommends best practices
and tools that guarantee its full effectiveness to the right to data Dortabilitv. Finally, the
opinion encourages cooperation between industry stakeholders and trade associations to
work together on a common set of interoperable standards and formats to deliver the
reauirements of the right to data portability. The opinion is not over-prescriptive in this
respect, given the wide range of potential data tvpes that could be processed bv a data
controller. The kev element to define the most appropriate format is to ensure that the
data reauested are still interpretable..
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I. Introduction

The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) introduces Йщ new right of data portability, _. 
This right allows for individuals to receive the personal ¿fata· which they have provided to a 
data controller* in a^struclured, commonly used and machine-readable forrnál,. They also haw 
the right to transmit those data to another data controller without hindrance. This right, which 
applies subiect to certain conditions, ^supports user choice, user control and consumer 
empowerment.
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Individuals making use of their right to obtain a copy of their personal data under the subject 
access provisions of the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC were constrained, among others, 
by the format chosen by the data controller to provide the requested information. Deleted: to create the “permanent copy” of the 

personal etata wbichdata, which had been requested

While, ąs the volume of personal data - especially transactionaljiaţaL- processed has increased 
in recent years the subject access rights of the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC have not 
kept pace with the needs of data subject^ ,The right to data portability can be described as a 
way to “rebalance” the relationship between data controllers and data subjects, through the 
affirmation of individuaal personal right over their personaldatm______

Although data portability is a new right in the context of personal data, other types of 
portability may exist or are being discussed in other areas of legislation (e.g. in the contexts of 
contract termination, communication services roaming and trans-border access to services). 
Some synergies and even benefits to individuals may emerge between these types of 
portability if they are provided in a combined approach, even though analogies should be 
treated cautiously.

Additionally, фе right to personal data portability can be seen jis a way to enhance 
competition between services (by making it easier for individuals to switch between different 
providers) and to enable the creation of new services in the context of the digital single 
market strategy (this strategy might itself include some other forms of portability1).

This Opinion provides guidance to data controllers ^o that they can update their practices, , 
processes and poliep and clarifies the meaning of data portability in order to unable , 
individuals to make the best available use ofjhis new right, ___ ___j

( Deleted:

Deleted: and data controller alike. Indeed, some 
data controllers may have developed a structure 
whichstructure, which promotes (heir exclusive use 
regarding the persona! data whichdata, which have 
been provided by data subjects whicbsubjects, which 
they then process to provide their services.
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II. „What is data portability and when does it apply?,,.___________________ j

- Which processing operations are covered by the right to data portability?
/

fjpmpliance with the GDPR requires data controllers to have a clear legal basis for the , 
processing of personal datą. /

Article 20(l)įaj of the GDPR describes which data processing operations are within scope of /, 
the right jo data portability. In order to come under the scope of data portability, processing 
operations should befiased:

- either on the data subjecťs consenl^ipursuant to_ ^Article 6(1 )ļgj relating to the» 
lawfulness of the processing of personal data , Or pursuant to /vrticle 9(2Ha) jvhen it 
comes to special categories of personal dataj¿

- or, alternatively· on the necessity to perform a contract to which the data subject is jt 
party pursuant tojVrticle 6(l)(b)._

As an example, data collected by a fitness-tracking device and provided by the individual to a 
data controller would be within the scope of a request for data portability as they are 
processed Jrased on the consent of the data subject. The titles of books purchased by an 
individual from an online bookstore, or the songs listened toTvia a music streaming service are

1 (Deleted: t

1 See European Commission agenda for a digital single .^ark cl:_hnp.s://cc.Lim>pa.cu/di»iial-agcnd;i/en/dittilai- 
single-markct. in particular, the first policy pillar “Better online access to digital goods and services”.
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ļ other examples of personal data that are generally Twithin the scope of data portability, because _ _ {Deleted: is 
they are processed on the basis of the performance of a contract to which the data subject is 
party.

The GDPR does not establish a right to data portability for cases where the processing of 
personal data is not based on consent or contracf. For example,Article 2013) and Recital 68 
provide that data portability /loes not apply when the data processing is /lecessarv for the 
performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of official authority 

Į vested in the data controller, or when a data controller is exercising its public duties or 
complying with a legal obligation.

į Deleted: can’not legitimise a demand to a data 
controller

I Deleted: exclusively occurring

Therefore, there is no obligation for data controllers to provide for portability in these cases. 
However, it is a good practice to develop, processes to automatically answer access requests, 
by following the principles governing the right to data portability^ An example of this would 
be a government service providing easy downloading of past tax filings.

In addition, the right to data portability only applies if the data processing is “carried out by 
automated means”, and therefore does not cover paper files.

- What personal data must be included?

Under the provisions of the Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC, data controllers/ire already , - { Deleted: >m_____________________ )
familiar with the right to subject access. This can be a request for any and all personal data 
held about an individual.

In contrast, the personal data within the scope of a request under the right to data portability, is , - 
subiect to further conditions.pursuant to Article 20(1 h/o be within scope, data must be:

- personal data concerning him or her, and_ ___ \
- wjiich he or she has provided to the data controller. __ \4

Article 20(4) also states that compliance with this right shall not adversely affect the rights-'. \'
and freedoms of others. \ 4

JFirst condition: personal data concerning the data subiect

¿)nly personal data is jn ^cqpe of a portability request ¿Therefore, any//lata, which is 
anonymous3 or does not relate to the individual making the request, will not be in scope. \

3\ \

Datakontrollers that provide services across a community whereindividuals can interact wjth \
one another, should not take an overly restrictive interpretation of the sentence “personal dataT^ 
concerning the data subject”. As an example, a bank account will contain personal data w4 
relating to the purchases and transactions of the account holder but also information relating o 
to /ransacrions, which have been “provided by” other individuals who have deposited money 
to the account holder. A similar situation/recurs with telephone records^ where the account4 q

I2 See recital 68 and Article 20(31 of the GDPR. For data portability as a good practice in case of processing 
based on the legal around of ncccssilv lor ¡pegitiniatc interested for existing,voluntary schemes, seepages^47 
& 48 of WP29 Opinion 6/2014 on legitimate interests (WP217).
3 hllo://cc.airima.eu/iusticL/dala-nrolcclion/arliclc-2U/d()Ctmicntalion/oDinioii-
rccpnmicndation/filĽ.s/2014/wp216 en.pdf
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history of a subscriber will include details of ¿hire! parties involved in incoming and outgoing - { Deleted: timd-pames 
calls. Each of these records will concern the individual making the data portability request and 
would therefore need to be provided to comply with a data portability request. However. 
where such records are then transferred to a new data controller, they should not be processed
for any purpose which would adversely affect the rights and freedoms of the third-parties ¡see
below: 3rJcondition).

Second condition: data provided bv the data subiect ___________ ( Deleted: 2Į______

The second statement narrows the scope to data “provided by” the data subject. There are 
many examples of personal ¿lata, which will be knowingly, intentionally and directly 
“provided by” the data subject such as account data (e.g. mailing address, user name, age) / 
submitted via online forms. jVevertheless,ihe data controller should also incjudg the personal -y 
data that ¿ire generaled h\ and collected from th^ activities of userą. in response hy ajdata^/ 
portability request. This latter category of data does not include data that are exclusively 
generated bv the data controller.

f Deleted: data which...ata. which wili be

Deleted: it may not be clear to the individual that 
personal .. .he data controller should also inclīļj

Д^118йпс)ж)|рсагрЬе made between observed data and inferred datą. [Deleted: We ... can .. .istinction can be ma<

Data knowingly provided bv the data subiect are included in the scope of the right to
data portability
.Observed ¿[atiynav for example .include a person search history, traffic data and 
location data. It may also incíudeTraw data such as the jieartbeat tracked by fitness or 
health trackers. Such “observed” data are actually “provided” by the data subject by 
virtue of the use of the service or the device.
Inferred data and derived datakin contrast, лге created bv the data_ controjjer JPor

£Hltì

Deleted: ...bserved data which JLUJ
Deleted: ,,, .which.. .ay for example may Ç

Deleted: or

Deleted:

example, a credit score or the outcome of an assessment regarding Jhe state of health 
of a user is a typical example of inferred data. jEven though such data may be part of a 
profile kept bv a data controller, .depending on the context, thgse data will pot be 
considered jis “provided bv the data subject” and thus not within scope.____

Given the policy objectives of the right to data portability, jhe tenn “provided by the data 
subject”, should be interpreted broadly, and only, to exclude “inferred data”. that is, personal .. 
data ¿hat are generated by a service provider (for example, algorithmic results). A data / 
controller can exclude those inferred data but should include all other personal data provided 
by the data subject, whether directly or indirectly. This includeą. all data observed about the / 
data subject during the activities for the purpose of which the data are collected, such as a 
transaction history or access log.

Thus, the phrase “provided by” includes personal datajhat relate to the data subject activity ος. / 
resu I (from the observation pf an individual’s behaviour but not subsequent analysis of that ^ 
behaviour. Any personal data which have been generated bv the data controller as part of the 
data processing, e.g, bv a personalisation or recommendation process, bv user categorisation
or profiling are data which are derived from the personal data provided bv the data subiect.
These data are therefore not within the scope of the right to data portability. However, such
data may still be within the scope of other rights, for example, subject access.

.Therefore, data collected through the tracking and recording of the data subject,jhoįįkf be 
considered as “provided by” him or her even if. thejdaja are not actively or consciously 
transmitted..
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Deleted: Such personal data can include a 
transaction history or access log including those 
which have been collected through observationthose, 
which have been collected through observation, or 
monitoring of the data subject, f 
11
To be clear, not all transaction or log data will be 
within scope of the right of data portability. Any 
personal data whichdata, which has been generated 
by the data controller as a part of its data processing, 
e.g. by a personalisation or recommendation process, 
by user categorisation or profiling are data which are 
derived from the personal data provided by the data 
subject and therefore not within scope of data 
portability. However, such data may still be within 
scope of other rights, for example, subject access.
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I -Third condition: the right to data portability shall not adversely affect the rights and f Deleted; ¿ 

freedoms of others

- With respect to third parties^ personal datą:

The third statement intends to avoid:

[ Deleted:

- the retrieval and transmission of data, containing the personal data of another (non-
consenting) data subject, to a new data controller; and

the processing of that third party data in a wav that would prevent the third party from
further exercising their rights.

Indeed. Article 20(4) of the G DPR proviens that compliance with th^ right to data portability 
shall not adversely affect the rights and freedoms of others third parties personal data. Recital 
68 states “wjhere,_in a certain set of personal data, inore than one data subject is concerned, the
right to receive the personal data should be without prejudice to the rights and freedoms of
other data subjects in accordance with this Regulation.”

A clear example of such an adverse effect is a situation in which the exercise if data
portability would prevent third parties from exercising their rights,.

The data subiect initiating the transfer of his data to another data controller, either gives
consent to the new data controller for processing or enters into an agreement with them.
Where personal data of third parties are included in the data set, another ground for
lawfulness must be identified. In this respect, the initiating data subiect may have legitimate
reasons to transfer data relating to third parties to a new data controller. The context and
pumose of the portability request should be taken into account when applying art. 6(T)(f) to
recognize the legitimate interest of the new data controller as a legal ground allowing the
processing of third party data. A legitimate interest may also be pursued bv the data controller
to whom the data is transferred, in particular when the purpose of the data controller is to
provide a service to the data subiect which allows the latter to process personal data for a
purely personal or household activity.

'j Deleted: stat " 1
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Deleted: and ensure (hat the data communicated do 
not concern third party (see above : data portability is 
about getting personal data, but not third parties 
personal data)

For example, a webmail service may allow creation of a directory of a data subject’s contacts,
friends, relatives, family and broader environment. This is for example the case with a
webmail service. Since these data are relating to. and are created bv the identifiable individual
that wishes to use the right to data portability, data controllers should transfer the entire
directory of incoming and outgoing e-mails to the data subject.Nonetheless, to prevent
adverse effects on the third parties involved, the processing of such a directory bv a third
party, such as a webmail provider, is allowed only to the extent that the data are kept under
the sole control of the requesting user and it are only managed for purely personal or
household needs. A receiving ‘new’ data controller (to whom the data can be transferred at
the request of the user) may not use the transferred third party data for their own purposes.
Otherwise, such processing is likely to be illegal and unfair, especially if the third parties
concerned are not informed and cannot exercise their rights.

To further help reduce the risks for third parties whose persona data may be ported, the
Working Party recommends that all data controllers (both the ‘sending’ and the ‘receiving’
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parties) implement tools to enable the data subject to select the relevant data and exclude third
party data.

With respect to data covered by intellectual property and trade secrets;

The rights and freedom of others mentioned in Article 20(4) can also refer to “the rights or ( 
freedoms of others, including trade secrets or intellectual property and in particular the 
copyright protecting the software” mentioned jp recital 6_3, ip, order to protect the business (. 
model of data controllers ,when answering a request to exercise the right jo access (Article I V 
15), Even though these rights should be considered before answering a data portability ; 
request, “the result of those considerations should not he a refused to provide all information ” 
to the data subject”. r

l¡
JJe right to datajqortability is not a right for an individual to misuse the information in a way 
that could be qualified as an unfair practice or thatTwquld constitute a violation of intellectual 
property rights. A potential business risk may therefore not be,the basis for a refusal to answer » 
the portability request. q

111. What are the main elements of data portability?

The GDPR defines the right of data portability in Article 20. but this opinion will also address 
explicit references to this right in other recitals and provisions. Article 20(1) of the GDPR 
states that:

The data subject shall have the right to receive the personal data concerning him or 
her, which he or she hus provided to a controller, in a structured, commonly used and 
machine-readable format and have the right to transmit those data to another 
controller without hindrance from the controller to which the data have been provided 
[■■■]

Deleted: ín this respecl, it is worth stressing that 
portable data might include in some cases information 
relating to third parties, for example, the data 
subjects' relatives and family. For example, a 
webmail service may allow creation of a directory of 
the complete picture of a data subject’s contacts, 
friends, relatives and family, relationships, close 
relatives and more generally of his environment. 
Transferring such an electronic directory from one 
webmail service to another may be considered as a 
common operation under the new right to data 
portability. In this case, the directory as a whole can 
be qualified as personal data set relating to an 
identifiable individual. 1
Nonetheless, in this example, the processing of this 
directory by a third party, such as a webmail provider, 
is only acceptable to the extent that it is kept under 
the sole control of the user and it is only managed for 
purely personal or household needs. Third party data 
included in a set of information transferred by a data 
subject shouldall not be used by the “receiving” data 
controller for his its own purposes. Otherwise, such 
processing might be considered as illegal and unfair, 
especially if the third partyies concerned are not 
informed and cannot exercise their rights, f

Deleted: Article 20(4) intends to avoid situations 
where the data portability right will cause retrieval 
and transmission to a third party if the data contains 
the personal data of another (non-consentingr

( Deleted:
\ i ri»"f"Deleted:"of ]
. '· ии)............................................................į

'•Д Deleted: Some data controllers fear that thį ___ [13] J

First, data portability can be seen as a right to receive personal data processed by a data 
controller, and to store it for further personal use on a private device, without transferring it to 
another data con trailer y_____

In this case, data portability can be compared to the right of access T Ţjhe difference bel: ween 
the two rights is that data portability offersgn easy way for the data subjects to managejheir 
personal data themselves,, in so far thesedatashould transferred “in a structured, commonh 
used and machine-readable format”. For example, a data subject might be interested in
retrieving his current playlist jq find out how mam times he listened to specific tracks in ___
order to check which music he wants to purchase on another platform. He may also want to 
retrieve his contact book from his webmail application to build a wedding list, or get 
information about purchases jrom different loyalty cards,Jo assess_his_ or heį consumption 
carbon footprint. In these cases, the secondary processing performed on the data received by 
the data subject is no longer the responsibility of the data controller and may fall under the 
“household exemption”.
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„Second, ^Article 20(1 ) provides data subjects with the possibility to transmit their personal 
data from one data controller to another data controller “without hindrance”„In essence, 
this element of data portability provides the ability for data subjects to obtain, transfer and 
reuse the data they have provided ¿g different services. This right_facilitates jtheir ability to 
move, copy or transfer personal data easily (¿¿without hindrance” according to art. 20 of the ' 
GDPR) from one IT environment to another, without obstruction to suclygeuse. In addition to 
providing consumer empowerment by preventing “lock-in”, ¿he right to data portability is ' 
expected to foster opportunities for innovation and sharing of personal data between data ' 
controllers in a safe and secure manner, under thef ontrol of the data subject,^

In this respect, the right to data portability should not only be considered by data controllers 
as a risk that ¿acilitates the export of customer’s data to direct competitors. TTh is right aims to 
foster innovation in data uses and to promote new_ business models jinked to more data ' 
sharing under the data subject’s contror JData portabüky can .promoterthe controlled sharing '■ 
of personal data between organisations and thusçnrich services and customer’s experiences. \ 
The so-called quantified self and loT industries have shown the benefit of linking personal \ 
data from different aspects of an individual’s life such as fitness, activity and calorie intake to 

I deliver a more complete picture of an individual’s life in a single filą. Data portability may 
facilitate such user mediated transfer and reuse of their personal data among the independent x- 
services they are interested in.

On a technical level, data controllers should offer two different implementations of the right 
to data portability. They should offer a direct download opportunity for the data subject but
should also allow data subjects to directly transfer the_ data to a third party. This could for
example be implemented bv making available an ДР1^_Datayubigcts should be enabled to 
¿nake use of a personal dala store, a trusted third-party, to hold and store the personal data and \ 
grant permission to data controllers to access and process the personal data as required. \

„Pata controller that answeg data portability requests, under the conditions stated by Article 20 
of the GDPR, ¿tnq not responsible for the further processing handled by another company 
receiving personal datą. However^ a receiving data controller is responsible for ensuring that 
the portable data provided ¿u^ relevant and not excessive^ with regard to_ the_new data \\\' 
processing. For example, in the case of a request applying to a webmail service, where the » \\' 

Į right to data portability is used to retrieve emails and when the data subject decides to send 
them to a secured storage platform, the new data controller does not need to process the \ 1 
contact details of the data subject’s correspondents. This information is not relevant with \ « 
regard of the purpose of the new processing and should not be kept and processed. Similarly, \\\ 
in the case a data subiect request transmission of details of his bank transactions to a service
that assists in managing his or her budget, the new data controller does not need to retain all \
the details of the transactions once they have been labelled.

“receiving” organization becomes the new data controller regarding these personal data and___
must respect the principles stated in Article 5_ of the GDPR. „Therefore, the ‘new’ data^ 
controller must clearly and directiv states the purpose of the new processing „before any

- ( Deleted; ,
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Scindala by FING in France* ____ _ _ __ __________
5 An application programming interface (API) is a set of .subroutine definitions, protocols, and tools for 
building software mid applications. gXFLAIN MORE _ ____________ ________________
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Ί Deleted:, j
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transmission of the portable ¿lata. The new data controller should not process personal/lata, 
which are not relevant, and the processing must be limited to what is necessary for the new 
purposes, even if the data is part of a more global data-set transmitted through a portability 

Į process. Personal/lata, which are not/iecessarv to achieve the purpose of the n_ew_ processing, 
should be deleted immediately.

Data controllers must also bear in mind that when an individual exercises his right to data 
I portability (or other right within the GDPR) he or she does so without prejudice to any 

other right.

The data subject can continue to use and benefit from the data controller’s service even after a 
data portability operation. Equally, if the data subject wants to exercise his right to erasure, 
data portability cannot be used by a data controller as a way of delaying or refusing such 
erasure. In addition, ^iata portability does not automatically trigger the erasure of the data . 
from the data controller’s systems and does not jiffect the original retention period applying to _ 
the data, of which a copy has been transferred. The data subject can exercise his or her rights 
as long as the datakontroller keeps the data.

¿hould an individual discover that personal data requested under the right to data portability _ 
does not fully address his or heçrequest, any further request for personal data under a right of 
access should be fully complied with, in accordance with Article 15 of the ( .DPR-

IV. How do the general rules governing the exercise of data subiect rights apply to
data portability?

- What prior information should be provided to the data subiect?

jn order to comply with the new right to data portability,/lata controllers nnisp inform 
individuals regarding the availability of thq new yight to portability, as required by Articles : 
13(2)(b) and 14(2)(c) of the GDPR. ~........

Article 12 requires that data controllers provide “any communications [...] in a concise, 
transparent, intelligible, and easily assessable form, using clear and plain language, in 

I particular for any information addressed specifically to a child. ”_____

Article 12 also requires that data controllers “facilitate the exercise of data subject rights 
under Articles 15 to 22” and “not refuse to act on the request of the data subject” when such a 
request is received (“unless the controller demonstrates that it is not in a position to identify 
the data subject”).

Į In providing the necessary, clear and comprehensive information data controllers must ensure___ 
that they distinguish the right to data portability from other privacy rights, and especially the 

I right of access, j'hereforc, WP29 recommends that data controllers clearly explain the , 
difference between the types of data that a data subject can receive using the portability right 
or the access right. Data subjects must be jn a position to understand which right is the most . 
appropriate for them to achieve the/lesired results. ________ ____________________________,

In addition, the Working Party recommends that .^ata controllers always include information^,< 
about the right to data portability beforepny account clqsureJ This allows users to tkm stock of , 
their personal data, and to easily transfer the data to their own device or to another provider
before a contract is terminated,. _______ ________________ _____ ____________  ____ /

Deleted: information\ Pelei
~J Deleted: data which are not relevant

Deleted: data which are not useful to achieve the 
purpose of the new processing

I Deleted: useful

Λ Petetek iťsit is worth noting that

ļ Deleted: impact

Į Deleted: is kept by the data controller

■ ļ Deleted: Eventually, s

(Deleted: t
Deleted: a

Deleted: , as though the original request for data 
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Deleted: 1
Į Deleted:
į Deleted: i
Į Deleted:

I Deleted:

-(Deleted: t

f Deleted: As a consequence

Deleted: , such that they are 

Deleted: outcome being sought

Deleted: the
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portability and its effects before

Deleted: , since exercising this right can be useful 
in the case of contract termination, allowing a user to 
take stock of their personal data and to easily move to 
another service provider
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finally, as a best practice for “receiving” data controllers, the WP29 recommends that they 
provicjg data subjects with complete information about the nature of personal data which are 
/elevant for the performance of their services. This allows users jin_combination with the 
recommendation mentioned above that all data controllers should implement tools that allows
users to select and exclude data) to limit the risks for third partiesr_____

- How can the data controller identify the data subiect before answering his
request?

Deleted; f
Deleted: mg
Deleted: deemed to be

Deleted: WP29 also recommends the 
implementation of tools enabling the data subject to 
select the relevant data and - where relevant - exclude 
third party data

Article 11 (2^ of the G DPR states that the data controller may refuse tocomply with a request 
for data when the processing does not “require the identification of a data subiect” and if he is 
unable to identify the data subject or if he is not able to identify which data relate to the 
individual making the request (Article 1,2(2)). This does not howeverpjevent jhe data subject 
from providing^additional information to confirm jiis or her identity. The data con troljer may_ 
request additional information jf necessary (Article 12(jj) of the G DPR). _ _

Where the data subject, for the purpose of exercising his or her rights, provides additional 
information enabling his or her identification, the data controller shall answer jhe request. 
Where information and data collected online js linked to pseudonyms or unique identifiers, 
WP29 recommends ¿lata controller putting in plage appropriate procedures enabling an 
individual jo make a data portability request and ¿eccivc the data relating to him or her, .păta 
controllers must have an authentication procedure jn place in order to strongly ascertain the 
identity of the data subject requesting his personal data or more generally exercising the rights 
granted by the GDPR. In many cases, such authentication procedure is already in place. For
example, usernames and passwords are often used to allow individuals to access their data
held in their email accounts, social networking accounts, and accounts used for various other
services, some of which individuals chose to use without revealing their full name aud
identity..

- What is the time limit imposed to answer a portability request?

Article 12 requires that the data controller provides the personal data to the data subject 
“without undue delay” and in any case “within one month of receipt” or within a maximum of 
three months for complex cases, provided that the data subject has been informed about the 
reasons for such delay within one month of the original request.

Where the data controller operates an information society service^data controllers are 
technically able jo comply with requests within a very short time-periocĻ TTo meet the user’s 
expectation, it might be recommended to define the delay in which a data portability request
can be answered and to communicate this delay to the data subjects.,______________

Data controllers who refuse to answer a portability request shall indicate to the data subject 
“the reasons for not taking action and on the possibility of lodging a complaint with a 
supervisor)’ authority and seeking a judicial remedy”, no later than one month after receiving 
the request.

\ Deleted:

{ Deleted:
^Deleted : either

(Deleted: , or the data controller requesting.

j DeletedT ofthe'individual and it may be requested"^]

( Deleted:
[Deleted:

Deleted: might not be directly linked to the civil 
identity of the data subject, but

Deleted: In many cases, such an authenlicalion 
procedure is already in place. An

Deleted: should be 

Deleted:
Deleted: . However, identifying the data subject is a 
reasonably limited obligation. The data controller will 
be held accountable essentially for the collection of 
evidence proving that the personal data transferred 
relate to the individual miking the request.

Deleted: , it will be expected that the 

Deleted: will be able

Deleted: immediately or within a few hours

Deleted:
Deleted: Where is a delay arises, it is up to the data 
controller to demonstrate why he cannot answer a 
data portability request within a short period.

Formatted: Highlight

Data controllers must respect the obligation to respond within the given terms, even if it
concerns a refusal,. In other words, the data controller cannot remain silent when_he is asked 
to answer a data portability request.

Deleted: Respecting these delays and answering 
portability requests, even to reject them for some 
reasons that must be notified, are part of the data 
controller’s obligations under the GDPR

In which cases can a data portability request be charged or rejected?
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Article 12 prohibits the data controller from charging a fee for the provision of the personal 
data, unless the data controller can demonstrate that the requests are manifestly unfounded or 
excessive, “in particular because of their repetitive characterFor information society or , - 
similar online services that specialise in automated processing of personal data, answering
multiple data portability requests will not be soon be considered to impose an excessive
burden. T
JTiere should be very few cases where the data controller would be able to justify ¿refusal tcq 
deliver the requested information,^ven regarding multiple data portability requests. _

In addition, the overall cost of the processes created to answer data portability should not be \\ 
taken into account to determine the excessiveness of a request. In fact, Reticle 12 of the 
GDPR focuses on the requests made by one data subject and not on the overall requests \ ■■ 
received by ¿.data controller As a result, the overall fsvst_em implementation costs should \ 
neither be charged to the data subjects, nor be used to justify a refusal to answer portability ' 
requests.

V. How must the portable data response be provided?

I - What is the expected data Jormat?

The GDPR places requirements on data controllers to provide the personal data requested by 
I the individual in a .format, which supports re-use. Specifically, Article 20(1) of the (¡DPR 

states that the personal data must be provided:

in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format

Į Recital 68 provides afurther clarification that this form at shou kļ be interoperable, a term that _ „ 
is defined6 in the EU as:

the ability of disparate and diverse organisations to interact towards mutually 
beneficial and agreed common goals, involving the sharing of information and 
knowledge between the organisations, through the business processes they support, by 
means of the exchange of data between their respective ICT systems.

The terms “structured”, “commonly used” and “machine-readable” are a set of minimal 
requirements that should guarantee the interoperability of the data format provided by the data 
controller. In that way, “structured, commonly used and machine readable” are specifications 
for the means, whereas interoperability is the desired outcome.

Recital 21 of the Directive 2013/37/EU7 defines “machine readable” as:

a file format structured so that software applications can easily identify, recognize and 
extract specific data, including individual statements of fact, and their internal 

I structure^Data encoded ip files that are structured injt machine-readable format are
machine-readable data. Machine-readable formats can be open or proprietary: they

Deleted;

Deleted: As with providing information within a 
timely manner, there should be no excessive burden 
in the provision of multiple data portability requests.

Deleted: f[
Deleted: In the case of data portability, and 
especially where a data controller operates an 
informalion society or similar online service with 
automated processing of those personal dala, t

Deleted: his

Deleted: by using the criteria of excessivencss,

Deleted:
Deleted: one

Deleted: s

Deleted: system implementation

Deleted: format ?

! Deleted: format which

! Deleted: also

į Deleted: might

-1 Deleted:

6 Article 2 of Decision No 922/2009/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009 on 
interoperability solutions for European public administrations (ISA) Oi L 260, 03.10.2009, p. 20.

Į 7 .Unending Directive 2003/98/EC on the re-use of'public sector information^ I Deleted: a
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can be formal standards or not. Documents encoded in a file format that limits 
automatic processing, because the data cannot, or cannot easily, he extracted from 
them, should not be considered to be in a machine-readable format. Member States 
should where appropriate encourage the use of open, machine-readable formats.

Given the wide range of potential data types that could be processed by a data controller, the 
GDPR does not impose specific recommendations on the format of the personal data to be 
provided. The most appropriate format will differ across sectors and adequate formats may
already exist, but should always be chosen jo_achieve the purpose of being interpretable. , - -f Deleted: according to aie goal________  j

Recital 68 clarifies that “The data subject's right to transmit or receive personal data 
concerning him or her should not create an obligation for the controllers to adopt or 
maintain processing systems which are technically compatible.”

I Thus, jyrtabilitv aims to produce interoperable systems, not compatible systems. ISO/IEC - f Deleted: p______ __________________
2382-01 defines interoperability as follows:

The capability to communicate, execute programs, or transfer data among various 
functional units in a manner that requires the user to have little or no knowledge of the 
unique characteristics of those units.

I Personal data are expected to be provided in formats, which have a high level of abstraction. .. 
As such, data portability implies an additional layer of data processing ¿¿data controllers, in ... 
order to extract data from the platform and filter out personal data outside the scope of 
portability (such as user passwords, payment data, biometric patterns, etc.). This additional 
data processing will Jje considered^ an accessory to the main data processing, sinceri is not ' 
performed to achieve a new purpose defined by the data controller.

ļ Data controllers should provide as many metadata with the data as possible^ the best level of , - 
precision and granularity, which preserve the precise meaning of exchanged information. As 
an example, providing an individual with .pdf versions of an email inbox would not be 
sufficiently structure^ E-mail data joust be provided in a format, which T preserve all th^ fo 
meta-data, to allow the effective re-use of the data. As such, when selecting a data format in 's 
which to provide the personal data, the data controller should consider how this, format rwoukl 
impact or hinder the individual’s right to re-use the data. In cases where a data controller is T ·, 
able to provide choices, to the data subject regarding the preferred format of the personal data 
a clear explanation of the impact of foe choice should be provided.

The WP29 strongly encourages cooperation between industry stakeholders and trade 
Į associations to work together on a common set of interoperable standards and format  ̂to__ 

deliver the requirements of the right to data portability. This is a challenge that has already " - 
been addressed by the European Interoperability Framework (EIF). El F has created “An 
interoperability framework”,, an agreed approach to interoperability for organizations that_ 
wish to jointly deliver ^public services. Within its scope of applicability. foe_ framework 
specifies a set of common elements such as vocabulary, concepts, principles, policies, fo 
guidelines, recommendations, standards, specifications and practices.”8 '

- How to deal with a large or complex personal data collection?

I foUjyfovyumnayu/ifotbyumenls/j.sa annex ü .'ilciipdl,

¡ Deleted: formais which
j Deleted: fre

I Deleted: not 

į Deleted: as a new data processing operation but

j Deleted: also be encouraged to provide data along 
with metadata.

I Deleted: to comply with the legislation

{Deleted: It would be better
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The GDPR does not explain how to address the challenge of responding where a large data ___________
collection, a complex data structure or other technical issues ¿trise, which might create .. f Deleted: arise which 
difficulties for data controllers or data subjects.

However, in all cases, it is crucial that the individual is in a position to fully understand the 
definition, schema and structure of the personal ¿ata, which could be provided by the data 
controller. For instance, data could .firstube provided in a summarised formjasiii g dashboards . 
allowing the data subject to port interesting subsets of the personal data rather than the entire 
catalogue. The data controller ^should, provide an overview _“jn a concise, transparent, 
intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language'’ preferably (Article y
12(1 V) of the GDPRin such a way that data subject can use software applications to easily '
identify, recognize and process specific data from it., ____ __ ______ ________\

\ \

As mentioned above, one of the wavs in which at data con troljer j;an answer requests for data ' 
portability is by offering^ appropriately secured and documented Application Programming \ 
Interface (API). This unabltį individuals ¿o make requests for their personal data via their own 
or third-party software or grant permission for others to so do on their behalf (including to 
another data controller) as specified in Article 20(2) of the GDPR. By granting access to data и 
via an ДР1, it may be possible to offer a more sophisticated access system ¿hat enables, 
individuals ¿o_ make subsequent requests for data, pitheras a full download or as a delta Д 
function containing only changes since the last download, without these additional requests 
being onerous on the data controller.

If the size of data requested by the data subject makes transfer via the internet problematic, 
rather than potentially allowing for an extended time period of a maximum of three months to 
comply with the request9, the data controller may also need to consider alternative means of 
providing the data such as using streaming or saving to a CD, DVD or other physical media or 
¿blowing for the personal data to be transmitted directly to another data controller (as per 
Article 20(2) of the GDPR where technically feasible).

- How can portable data be secured?

In general, the data controllers should guarantee ¿he “appropriate security of the personal data,
including protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing and against accidental toss,
destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or organisational measures (‘integrity and
confidentiality’ )” according to Article 5(1 )(f) of the GDPR,.____  _________________

The transmission of personal data to the data subject may also raise some security issues:

Deleted: data which

Deleted: be

Deleted: through the use of

Deleted: may also need to provide supporting 
documentation explaining or describing the format 
selected in order to support the 
individualsindividuals’ use of the portability right, 
dliis

Deleted: be
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- How to ensure that personal datapre securely delivered to the rightjterson? _ , - - j Deleted: is

As data portability aims to get personal data out of the information system of the data 
Į controller, ¿he transfer may become a possible source of risk regarding those data (in - (Deleted: it 

particular of data breaches during the transfer). The data controller is responsible for taking all 
the security measures needed to ensure that personal data is securely transferred (e.g. by use 
of encryption) to the right destination (e.g. by use of additional authentication information).

9 Article 12(3)
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- How to help user in securing the storage of their personal data in their own system?

I By retrieving ¿heirjrersonal data front an online service,jrsers may store thein in a less 
secured system than the one provided by the service. The data subject should be made aware 
of this in order to take steps to protect the information they have received, The data controller 
could also recommend appropriate format(s) and encryption measures to help the data subject 
to achieve this goal.

VI. Conclusions

( Deleted: and may reuse

( Deleted:
Į Deleted:

Done in Brussels, on day Month 2016

For the Working Party,
The Chairman
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Annex

Examples of applicable national la>vj

1/ [FR] « Projet de loi République/iumérigue » (in discussion in the french jParliamentj _

2/rUK: Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act 2013
https://www.aov.uk/government/upload5/svstem/uploads/attachment d at a/f i 1 e/294798/b i s-11 -
749-better-choices-better-dea1s-consumers-povvering-growth.pdf

( Deleted: [to be deleted in final version, probably]

' Deleted: Current national legal framework 
¡framework

■į Deleted: numérique

j Deleted: f
Ί Deleted: parliament

j Deleted: 1
f Deleted: UK : )

Examples of nroiects aroundAIidata jnitiative in EU Member States.:

- Personal current account^ an effort to enable individuals to download a CSV file of 
12 months current account data

- An information website: jittp://www.pcamidata.co.uk/,

A price comparison website where individuals can upload their CSV file to compare 
across existing current account providers: 
https://monev.gocompare.eom/currenlaccounts/midata#/

- Another website which can process a midata file to determine potential financial 
issues: https://www.accountscore.co.uk/

( Deleted: + projectsP 'Ί
i
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j Deleted: MiData j
1 Deleted: initiative : i
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į Formatted: Font: Bold ]

Ί Deleted: j
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ţ Field Code Changed j

;__Some energy companies are also providing a similar service but there is no price
comparison website^ _https://wwwteonen_ergv.coin/for:voiir_-home/help-and-... - \ Deleted:_________ ____________ )
support/midata
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